Character Growth Index (CGI) Research Agreement

© 2014 by Mark Liston

The purpose of this agreement is to permit the Principal Investigator (PI) to conduct research that includes assessment using CGI. Mark Liston is permitting revocable access to CGI specified under the terms of this agreement. The PI promises to comply with all provisions of this agreement.

1. Principle Investigator (PI) _______________________________________________________
   
   PI’s organization: _____________________________________________________________
   
   PI email: ________________________ PI phone: ____________________

2. The group taking CGI is _______________________________________________________
   
   located in ________________________________ and sample size is approximately ________.

3. The dates of the pre-test are: Opening _________________; Closing ____________________.

4. The dates of the posttest are: Opening _________________; Closing ____________________.

5. The PI agrees to administer CGI to the identified sample for this research project only.

   Mark Liston will provide data to the PI immediately after the closing of each test for research purposes only, in accordance the provisions of this agreement.

6. Mark Liston may discontinue or suspend this agreement at any time by providing written notice via email to the PI.

7. The research will be conducted under this agreement at no cost to Mark Liston.

8. The PI promises that the data set will be used only for the analysis, use, presentation, and dissemination specified in the Research Proposal:

   The questions or hypotheses you are researching.

   Other measures to be used in the study.
The statistical methods to be used.

How you plan to analyze, use, present, and distribute your data.

9. How will you administer CGI? *(You will be charged a fee* that depends on the option you choose. See “Use CGI for Research” at [www.ListonGroup.org](http://www.ListonGroup.org))

______ Standard CGI
______ Customized CGI
______ Single test
______ Pre-test/Posttest
______ Color Report in PowerPoint and PDF formats
______ CGI Subscales (List) ______________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________

10. Any publication, presentation, poster, or report in any digital or printed form must include the following footnote: *This research was supported in part by a grant from The Liston Group ([www.listongroup.org](http://www.listongroup.org)).*

11. Modifications to this agreement may only be made in writing and signed by Mark Liston and the Principal Investigator.

12. This agreement is effective on the date that Mark Liston and the PI have both affixed their signatures. The parties hereby agree to the terms and conditions of the above agreement.